
#StandUpFG Module 2:

Constellation of Struggle
How and why does #StandUpFG spread beyond Forest Grove?

LATINX YOUTH ACTIVISM 
IN THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

#StandUpFG



The Matchstick and 
The Machete

#StandUpFG Module 2: Constellation of Struggle

The author Robert Lovato describes the idea of the machete of memory. He writes that the machete “can cut
swiftly or slowly,” and it “severs any understanding that epic history is a stitching together of intimate histories.” 

At Forest Grove High School, the machete of memory cut up students’ memories of racism and discrimination
into isolated incidents. In 2016, a Latina youth met with FGHS school administrators to discuss an incident in
which a student’s counselor had “assum[ed] I take the easiest classes because that’s what “my people” do.”
Enedelia Schofield, who graduated from FGHS in 1977, had encountered similar challenges: “I wanted to go to
college,” she said in an oral history for the Oregon Historical Society, “somewhere the communication between
me and the school wasn’t there and I didn’t get the support I needed to have everything in place for college.”
The machete of memory makes it hard for us to see these two incidents, which took place four decades apart,
as part of the same epic history. But just as memories can be cut up, they can also be stitched together. 

The Machete
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The Matchstick

The #StandUpFG walkouts took place in the context of a
presidential election that was marked by racism,
misogyny, and xenophobia. By May 2016, the phrase
"Build a Wall"  had become a centerpiece of Donald
Trump’s campaign for president, both as a political slogan
and as a policy proposal. A New York Times journalist
blamed “Trump-inspired malice” for the events at Forest
Grove High School, but students saw a deeper and
historical pattern of interpersonal and structural racism. 

> How did FGHS students' perspectives about the impact
of Trump's campaign differ from the opinions of outside
observers?

xenophobia 

interpersonal racism

structural racism

systemic racism

machete

epic

 

fear and hatred against people from other countries

treating others with discriminatory behavior, from microaggressions to physical violence

discrimination within a system that was founded on racist principles or practices

discriminatory cultural values ingrained in a society's daily life, seen as “the way things are.”

a broad knife used as a tool or weapon, originated for cutting sugarcane in Central America

a long poem from oral tradition recounting the history of heroes, such as the Odyssey

> Explain the concept of the machete of memory in
your own words.
> How were these two incidents, which took place in
2016 and 1977, part of the same history?
> How does the machete of memory relate to
blaming Trump's 2016 campaign for the racist
incidents at FGHS?



The Absence

The Absence

Before the walkouts took place, students had to
consider the potential consequences of their
actions.

A Forest Grove High School student told
reporters that teachers had warned students that
they wouldn’t be allowed to walk at the
upcoming graduation ceremony if they took part
in the walkout. At Hillsboro High School, school
administrators charged students who left
campus with an unexcused absence. A rumor
circulated at Westview High School in Beaverton
that students would be suspended for
participating in the walkout. 

school administrator

pushout

 

equity gap

a person who manages a school, including implementing discipline and standards

a student who leaves school before graduation by encouragement of the school 

(rather than a dropout, who leaves of their own accord)

a significant difference in educational achievement across demographics like race or class

. Figures courtesy of Oregon Department of Education, “At-A-Glance”
District Profile for Forest Grove SD 15, 2019.
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This chart shows the gap between
Latinx students and teachers in the
10 schools in the Forest Grove School
District. 

In total, Latinx people represented
55% of the student body in FGSD, but
only 17% of teachers in 2019.

> What is this chart trying to
communicate? Check the title, labels,
caption, and units of measure.
> Where does the data come from?
To what extent is this data source
reliable? Consider areas for bias vs.
objectivity, and proper vs. improper
data collection.

The Latinx youth who organized and participated in the walkout offered a different assessment of who and
what was absent at their schools: representation in their curriculum and in positions of power.

> How did school administrators weaponize school
attendance policy to threaten students who
participated in the walkouts?
> How can school attendance policies
disproportionately pushout students whose families
experience linguistic barriers or economic
insecurity?



The Constellation

interethnic

solidarity

direct action

constellation

involving people of different ethnicities

unity based on common interests between members of a group; mutual support

use of strikes and public protest, rather than negotiation or elections, to achieve demands

a group of stars that form a picture if lines connecting them are imagined

Ratio of Latinx teachers per 100 Latinx students in the Portland Metro region. Map created by Jeronimo Roldan. 

The Constellation

Dr. Gaye Theresa Johnson created the phrase "constellation of struggle" to describe the political landscape of
civil rights activism and interethnic solidarity in black and brown communities in 1940s Los Angeles. 

Thousands of young people participated in walkouts and other direct action in support of Latinx students at
FGHS. Together, these youth created a “constellation of struggle” that highlighted similarities between
student experiences at FGHS and other schools.

> Explain the concept "constellation of struggle" in your own words. 
> What is this map trying to communicate? Check the title, labels, caption, map key, and scale.
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How are we fighting?
with artwork by precious romo

Meet the artist
Precious Romo is a Mexican-American cartoonist originally from Anaheim,
CA. She graduated from Reed College in Portland, OR. 

Precious says: "Through a combination of the comic format and block
printing medium, I have simplified and exaggerated the most striking
imagery and text from each walkout in order to enhance every high
school’s particular story."

> What artistic choices did Precious make and why did she make them?
> If you could meet Precious, what questions would you ask?

from top left: Liberty High School; Glencoe High School; 
Tualatin High School; Hillsboro High School. by Precious Romo

Together!
A protest sign communicates the
message of a movement by giving
information and rallying supporters.
Today, museums sometimes collect
protest signs as artifacts.

> What flags and protest signs do you see
in the artwork?
> How does this artwork connect to the
"constellation of struggle"?

Look closely
Take a whole minute to look closely at
the artwork by Precious Romo.

> What story does this comic tell?
> Based on the artwork, what do you
think the artist might say about solidarity?

Art activity
Comics tell a story in a sequence of
images. Draw four blocks on a piece of
paper, like the comics on the right.

Select a social issue that students or
schools today face. How could you take
action to show solidarity with students
experiencing that issue? Break the action
into four scenes and illustrate them in the
four blocks of your comic.
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